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Dione (moon) – wikipedia
Dione (/da??o?ni/ dy-oh-nee; greek: ?????) is a moon of saturn. it was discovered by italian astronomer
giovanni domenico cassini in 1684.[7] it is named after the titaness dione of greek mythology.
Dione | moon of saturn | britannica.com
Dione, fourth nearest of the major regular moons of saturn. it was discovered by the italian-born french
astronomer gian domenico cassini in 1684 and named for a daughter of the titan oceanus in greek mythology.
Dione (moon) facts for kids
Dione is the fourth largest moon of saturn. it has a diameter of 1,123 km (698 miles). it was discovered in 1684
by giovanni domenico cassini. it is named after the titan dione in greek mythology. the moon has many craters
and ice cliffs. it is tidally locked with saturn, meaning the same face of dione always faces saturn. images
In depth | dione – solar system exploration: nasa science
Giovanni cassini discovered dione on march 21, 1684. overview. dione is a small moon of 349 miles (562 km)
in mean radius orbiting saturn every 2.7 days at a distance of 234,500 miles (377,400 km), which is roughly the
same distance that the moon orbits around the earth.
Dione (moon) facts for kids | kidzsearch.com
This page was last changed on 23 june 2014, at 10:22. content is available under the creative commons
attribution-sharealike license; additional terms may apply.
Saturn’s moon dione
Dione [dy-oh-nee] was discovered in 1684 by giovanni cassini. it is an icy body similar to tethys and rhea. its
density is 1.43 gm/cm 3, which makes it the densest moon of saturn other than titan. dione is probably
composed of a rocky core making up one-third of the moon’s mass, with the rest water-ice.
Saturn’s icy moon dione has oxygen atmosphere
Nasa’s cassini spacecraft has spotted a thin oxygen atmosphere on the icy saturn moon dione. dione’s
atmosphere is wispy and is 5 trillion times less dense than
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